April 21, 2011
Dundas City Council,
Dundas City Staff Report
Re: Rejoice! Lutheran Church Building Project EAW
On February 16, 2011, the City of Dundas received a letter from Jon Larsen, Principal Planner,
Environmental Review, Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (EQB), which included a citizens petition
requesting an Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) be prepared. The letter notified the City that
Mr. Larson has determined that Dundas is the Responsible Governmental Unit (RGU) to decide the need
for an EAW.
The Proposed Project:
Rejoice! Lutheran Church (Rejoice!) intends to construct a new worship space and other supporting
spaces on property located in Dundas and purchased from Holy Cross Episcopal Church/Episcopal
Diocese of Minnesota (Holy Cross). The property Rejoice! purchased from Holy Cross consists of an
entire city block which was originally platted into 10 lots. Part of the property includes a historically
significant church, which has been accepted to the National Register of Historic Places (the Register).
On April 11, 2011, Rejoice! applied for a building permit to construct worship space, entry, narthex, ADA
compliant connection to the existing parish hall (constructed in 1964), circulation space, storage space
and restrooms. As part of the project, Rejoice! intends to remove a concrete block and wood truss
handicapped entry addition constructed in 1998 on the southeast corner of the 1964 parish hall. The
existing handicapped entry is approximately 28 ft. by 14 ft. About 20 ft. of the entry is in the area
described in the Register application.
The 1964 parish hall is constructed with a limestone façade similar to the historic church. A topographic
survey by a registered surveyor shows approximately 7-1/2 feet of the southernmost portion of the parish
hall are not located in the property described in the Register. The new building will abut the south wall of
the parish hall and is located outside of the area described in the Register application. In an email to
Stephanie Henriksen from Linda Pate, Preservation Specialist, MN State Historic Preservation Office, Ms.
Pate states, “it is the legal description noted on the form that defines the area of historic significance”.
Except for the removal and rebuilding of the 1998 concrete block entry, all of the construction, including
the parking area, occurs outside of the area described on the application form submitted to the Registry.
The National Register of Historic Places:
In 1981 an application for listing as a historic place for the “Church of the Holy Cross” was submitted to
the National Register of Historic Places. The application addressed specifically the Church and indicated
it was located on “Lots 8, 9 ,10 Block 5, Original Plat of City of Dundas”. The application also described a
parish hall built in 1964 as a “sympathetic addition”. The application was accepted and the Church of the
Holy Cross Episcopal is listed as Item No. 82003005 NRIS (National Register Information System).
Information posted on the National Park Service National Register of Historic Places website appears to
reference only the Church as being the listed structure.
The Petition:
A Citizens Petition and cover letter dated February 5, 2011, was submitted to the EQB with the required
amount of signatures requesting an EAW be done for the Rejoice! Church addition to the Church of the
Holy Cross. According to Minnesota Rules Chapter 4410, no final governmental approval may be given to
the project named in the petition until the need for an EAW has been determined.
Minnesota Rule 4410.1100, Subpart 6, requires the RGU to order the preparation of an EAW “if the
evidence presented by the petitioners, proposers, and other persons or otherwise known to the RGU
demonstrates that, because of the nature or location of the proposed project, the project may have the
potential for significant environmental effects”. The rule also required denial of the petition if “the evidence
presented fails to demonstrate the project may have the potential for significant environmental effects”.
The City determined that the Citizen Petition was premature at the time it was received because Rejoice!
Church had not submitted an application for a building permit and project was actually pending. The City
received a building permit application from Rejoice! Church on April 11, 2011.
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Minnesota Rules 4410.1100, Subpart 6 requires a record of the RGU’s decision including specific findings
of fact. The City has 30 working days from the time of the event which triggers the review (submittal of an
application) to determine if an EAW will or will not be required.
Environmental Assessment Worksheet:
The EQB has published guidelines regarding the EAW process and which include a brief description of
the guidelines and purpose. The EAW Guidelines explain the “EAW is defined by state statute as a ‘brief
document which is designed to set out the basic facts necessary to determine whether an EIS is required
for a proposed action.’ The purpose of the EAW process is to disclose information about potential
environmental impacts of the project.”
The guidelines state an “EAW is also required whenever any governmental unit with approval authority
over the project determines that available evidence indicates that the project may have the potential for
significant environmental effects. This typically occurs in a response to a citizen petition.”
The February 16, 2011, EQB letter describes the process necessary to determine the need for an EAW.
Three rules are specifically listed, 4410.4300, 4410.4400 and 4410.4600 as guidelines to determine the
need for an EAW.
Minnesota Rules 4410.4300 describes Mandatory EAW Categories.
Subpart 14 (B) requires an EAW for construction of a new institutional facility with a gross floor area in
excess of 200,000 square feet a third or fourth class city. A site plan submitted with the building
application shows a phased project with approximately 12,330 square feet of gross floor space.
The project does not meet the threshold for a mandatory EAW as described in 4410.4300, Subp. 14(B).
Subpart 31 describes the requirements when a historical property is involved. Subpart 31 requires an
EAW for “the destruction, in whole or part, or the moving of a property that is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places”.
Architectural plans submitted with the building permit do not indicate any destruction, in whole or part of a
property that is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. In an April 20, 2011, email from John
Klockeman, member of the Rejoice! Building Team and a licensed architect, Klockeman indicates “there
is no destruction of the portion of site designated by the historic listing, (Lots 8, 9 and 10)…”
There is no destruction, in whole or in part, of a property that is listed on the National Register of Historic
Places.
Minnesota Rules 4410.4400 describes Mandatory EIS Categories.
The proposed project does not appear to meet any of the thresholds described in 4410.4400.
The project does not meet the threshold for a Mandatory EIS as described in 4410.4400.
Minnesota Rules 4410.4600 describes Exemptions.
Subpart 10(A) exempts projects of less than 50,000 sq.ft. of gross floor space in a third or fourth class
city. The proposed project appears to be 6,343 sq.ft. with a proposed Phase II of 5,985 sq. ft. The building
plans and permit issued are only for Phase I. No agreement or assurance is provided for Phase II.
The proposed project is exempt from the requirement to prepare an EAW under 4410.4600, Subp. 10(A).
Subpart 10(C) exempts projects with parking facilities of less than 100 vehicles under certain conditions.
The proposed project indicates parking facilities for more than 100 vehicles. The proposed project does
exceed 100 vehicles, but it does not appear to exceed any mandatory threshold for the preparation of an
EAW.
Subpart 21 exempts the demolition or removal of buildings and related structures except where they are
of historical, archaeological or architectural significance. The 1998 concrete block addition does not have
any historical, archaeological or architectural significance. In a letter dated March 14, 2011, Johnathan K
Reppe, Attorney at Law, representing a group of Dundas residents states “We do agree that the concrete
block addition built in 1998 is not a significant part of the site.”
The proposed project is exempt from the requirement to prepare an EAW under 4410.4600 Subp. 21.

CITY OF DUNDAS
COUNTY OF RICE
STATE OF MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION 2011 – 19
A Resolution Denying the Citizen Petition Requesting an
Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) for Rejoice! Church
Lots 8, 9 and 10; Block 5; Original Plat of Dundas

WHEREAS, the City of Dundas (“City”) received notice on February 10, 2011,
that the Environmental Quality Board (“EQB”) had received a Citizen Petition seeking an
Environmenal Assessment Worksheet (“EAW”) on the Rejoice! Lutheran Church
(“Rejoice!”) proposal for construction a new worship space and related Construction on
property located in the City on the former Holy Cross Episcopal Church site (“Project”);
and
WHEREAS, the EQB determined that the City is the appropriate Responsible
Governmental Unit (“RGU”) to decide the need for the requested EAW; and
WHEREAS, the City determined that it could not act on the Citizen Petition at
the time it was received because Rejoice! had not yet submitted an application for a
building permit for the Project; and
WHEREAS, the City received a building permit application from Rejoice! on
April 11, 2011; and
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Dundas took public comment,
received the reports and comments of City staff and discussed the issues for and against
the need to require an EAW at their regular meeting on April 25, 2011; and
WHEREAS, Minnesota Rule 4410.1100 sets forth guidelines to be followed in
making a decision on the Citizen Petition; and
WHEREAS, under Minnesota Rule 4410.1100, Subp. 6, the RGU is required to
order the preparation of an EAW:
“[I]f the evidence presented by the petitioners, proposers, and other persons
or otherwise known to the RGU demonstrates that, because of the nature or
location of the proposed project, the project may have the potential for
significant environmental effects.”; and
WHEREAS, under Minnesota Rule 4410.1100, Subp. 6, the RGU is required to
deny the petition:
“[I]f the evidence presented fails to demonstrate the project may have the
potential for significant environmental effects.”; and
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WHEREAS, after deliberation on all of the above facts and information, the City
Council makes the following Findings of Fact:
1.

The Project does not meet the threshold for a mandatory EAW
under any category described in Minn. Rule 4410.4300.

2.

There is no destruction, in whole or in part, of a property that is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

3.

The Project does not meet the threshold for a mandatory
Environmental Impact Statement under Minn. Rule 4410.4400.

4.

The Project is exempt from requirements to prepare an EAW as
follows:

5.

•

The project consists of a total 6,343 square feet.
Minn. Rule 4410.4600, Subp. 10(A) exempts
projects of less than 50,000 sq. ft. of gross floor
space in a third or fourth class city.

•

There are no historical, archaeological or
architecturally significant buildings or related
structures that are proposed to be demolished or
removed as part of the Project. Minn. Rule
4410.4600, Subp. 21.

The evidence presented fails to demonstrate the project may have the
potential for significant environmental effects.

NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF DUNDAS the Citizen Petition requesting that an
Environmental Assessment Worksheet be conducted for the construction of new worship
space and related facilities by Rejoice! Lutheran Church is hereby DENIED.
ADOPTED by the City Council of Dundas, Minnesota, on this 25th day of April 2011.
CITY OF DUNDAS BY:

ATTESTED TO BY:

Glenn Switzer, Mayor

___________
John McCarthy, City Administrator/Clerk
Resolution 2011-19

________Switzer ________ Carroll _______Modory ________Pribyl _________ Ryan

John McCarthy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Glenn Switzer <glennofdundas@gmail.com>
Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:36 AM
John McCarthy
Fwd: Rejoice! Issues and Facts
9023-Certificate of Survey-12-31-09.pdf

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: <john.klockeman@gmail.com>
Date: Apr 20, 2011 12:19 AM
Subject: Rejoice! Issues and Facts
To: <ctpribyl@yahoo.com>, <Ryan.Caroll@charter.net>, <councilorryan@gmail.com>,
<gmodory@q.com>, <glennofdundas@gmail.com>
All,
My name is John Klockeman and I am one of the chairpersons of the Rejoice! Building Team
(Committee). While we have been following the dialogue on the local blog (Locally Grown Northfield)
regarding our proposed addition to the former Holy Cross site in Dundas, we would like to take a
moment to clarify some of the incorrect information circulating about our proposal, who we are, and
why we are proposing our expansion. I appreciate Mr. Pribyl’s candid responses on the blog until
recently and hope this communication sheds some more light on our proposal.
We have just recently “finalized” the full scope of the project based on bids we are still receiving for
different parts of the proposed work. The word “finalized” is in quotes because it won’t really be fully
final until built. I personally have not had any input into whether building permit applications either are
or are not being made available to the public. I do know that if drawings had been released earlier they
would have been incorrect and added confusion rather than clarity to the scope of the work we’re
proposing. We have in fact just earlier this week received the good news that a lower excavation cost
will help out significantly with our overall costs.
We have tried to be good neighbors and a blessing to our community (which, of course, is Dundas)
since we began this process quite a long tome ago. We have many members (which we call partners)
that live in and around Dundas. The notion that most of our members are from Northfield is
misleading. We have members from Lonsdale, Cannon Falls, Goodhue, Faribault, Dundas, Northfield,
etc. My wife Mary and I have a 100-plus acre farm just north and west of the Rice County Recycling
Center. Our mailing address is Dundas and my wife’s family (the Lyle and Betty Schrader family) have
lived and cared for this land for three generations, our children make the fourth generation.
We, as a church, have a great deal of respect for the historical significance of our property in Dundas
(formerly the home of Holy Cross Episcopal Church). We are and will continue to be a church of
Christ. Just like the pioneers who started the church so many years ago, we try to honor our God in
how we act. It is in this spirit that we are so humbled and delighted to be continuing the Christian
heritage on this property. This legacy means a great deal to us. For example, we chose not to shift the
gravesites when the family changed their minds about their comfort level about us doing so. We are
currently working with the Stai family to ease their concerns about the north driveway, and it looks
like we will be eliminating the driveway. These are both accommodations we have made to be good
neighbors. We did host an open house last August for neighbors where we walked through, in detail,
the proposed addition and sitework changes. We heard the concerns of our neighbors then and made
adjustments in our plans to respond. We have kept the addition as low and unobtrusive as possible to
respect the historic chapel and 1964 addition. The proposed addition faces east to make better use of
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the hill and provide an accessible entrance for all off the required parking lot. We are using stone that
is compatible with the existing building and stucco finished with an appropriately matching color
palette. The pointed arch accents are reminiscent of the detailing of the historic chapel.
So with that backdrop let’s begin:
1. The EAW is not mandatory. It is up to the Responsible Governmental Unit (RGU) in this case the
Dundas City Council as designated by the State Environmental Quality Board and the State Historic
Preservation Office to determine if one is required – those parameters are shown below.
Minnesota Administrative Rules
4410.4300 MANDATORY EAW CATEGORIES.
Subp. 31.
Historical places.
For the destruction, in whole or part, or the moving of a property that is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places or State Register of Historic Places, the permitting state agency or
local unit of government shall be the RGU, except this does not apply to projects reviewed
under section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, United States Code, title
16, section 470, or the federal policy on lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites
pursuant to United States Code, title 49, section 303, or projects reviewed by a local heritage
preservation commission certified by the State Historic Preservation Office pursuant to Code of
Federal Regulations, title 36, sections 61.5 and 61.7. This subpart does not apply to a property
located within a designated historic district if the property is listed as "noncontributing" in the
official district designation or if the State Historic Preservation Office issues a determination
that the property is noncontributing.
There is no destruction of the portion of site designated by the historic listing, (Lots 8, 9 and 10)
especially Lot 8 which cuts through the south end of the 1964 Addition. The only demolition will be of
the “non-contributing” 1996 Ramp Addition which uses painted concrete block construction. The
proposed addition matches the point of connection so as little existing stone as possible is impacted on
the 1964 Addition’s east side. We do plan to remove the south facing stone (south of Lot 8)on the
1964 wing to reuse that stone for the proposed addition. The only other selective demolition is a new
opening in the basement southeast corner for better flow (also south of Lot 8).
We honestly do not see any merit to requiring an EAW – it will only lead to more cost to the City and
to the Church with no benefit.
When the Conditional Use Permit (CUP) was issued we made it very clear that our intention was to
add onto the building. While the scope of the project has been fine tuned, the essential scope remains.
2. The contention that we have been given special treatment by the City. We have followed every
code and requirement set before us by the City. This includes a very rigorous storm water
management system that uses underground storage tanks buried on site to delay storm water leaving
the site. This is a fully engineered (and not inexpensive) system following the City’s requirements and
the additional Wild and Scenic River requirements because of its proximity to the Cannon River. We
have appropriately sized the parking based on the Dundas Zoning Ordinance to accommodate both
the parking required for Phase 1 and future expansion for Phase 2 in an effort to not have to tear up
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the property a second time for any Phase 2 additional parking requirements. This is simply responsible
planning.
3. The contention that we are withholding information. We have been forthright and with our
submittals, held a neighborhood meeting, and adjusted our plans to accommodate the concerns of
neighbors. What information is being withheld?
4. Why do we want to expand? We propose the expansion to allow our members to be able to
worship on our own property and save the cost of renting the high school auditorium. We currently
worship at the Northfield High School Auditorium which we will soon out grow, and we are too big
for the existing chapel already – worshipping over 260 people per Sunday.
5. Who are we? We are your neighbors. We are a group people striving to be a blessing to the
communities we serve. We have already hosted election polling, for example. We offer the City the
use of our multi-purpose facility for civic functions and gatherings, community forums, etc.
6. Are we unfriendly to pedestrians and bicyclists? We are maintaining the existing entry points to the
west while adding the new main entry point directly off the parking to the east for simplified
accessibility and ease of navigation on the site and once inside the building. I’m not clear how this is
unfriendly to anyone.
7. We have spent much time and effort to enhance the security of the existing graves and maintain
their stability. This we will do for the duration.
Finally, we respectfully request that the City Council allow us to proceed with our proposed addition
without the unnecessary burden and expense (to both the City and the Church) of an EAW so that we
can begin building and providing jobs for our neighbors and their families.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
John F. Klockeman, FAIA, LEED AP
REBUILD STUDIO•LLC
2989 140th Street East
Dundas, MN 55019‐4305
507‐645‐5875
952‐446‐6062 Cell
john.klockeman@gmail.com
www.rebuildstudio.com
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As a resident of Dundas I am in favor of Rejoice! Church moving forw
with their building plans on the former Holy Cross property. We ask thaL
the Dundas City Council look at the facts, codes and laws as they make
their decisions regarding the necessity of using tax payers dollars in
requiring an EAW.
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As a resident of Dundas I am in favor of Rejoice! Church moving forward
with their building plans on the former Holy Cross property. We ask that
the Dundas City Council look at the facts, codes and laws as they make
their decisions regarding the necessity of using tax payers dollars in
requiring an EAW.

Dundas City Council,

4/19/2011

The purpose of this letter is to express support for the proposed changes to the building plans
for Rejoice Church, specifically pertaining to the parking lot and entrances.
We understand that you, as a council, are aware that neighborhood residents have expressed
concern over issues pertaining to the initially proposed building plans for Rejoice Church. You
mayor may not be aware that Rejoice has recently taken the initiative to address several of
these neighborhood concerns, and will be proposing changes to the previously submitted
building plans accordingly.
One of the primary concerns being neighborhood traffic, Rejoice has agreed to remove
the Hamilton Street entrance from the proposed building plans. We, along with other local
residents, agree that this will assist in abating some of the concern regarding traffic, as well
as greatly reduce the "headlight lot" effect*, which is a realistic concern for residential property
values.
We feel this will also aid in drainage as well as aesthetics on the North side of the property.
Rejoice has provided plans for a berm, professionally landscaped with mature trees, to assist
in providing a level of aesthetic and general separation around the parking area. This helps to
further address the concerns over aesthetics and environmental factors, such as exposure.
We offer our recommendation to the Council, for the reasons stated above, to approve
proposed Rejoice building plans providing they contain the above stated features; no entrance
ont%ff of Hamilton, and a berm of significant height along with privacy-oriented landscaping.
We also find it worth expressing our general appreciation for the steps Rejoice is now taking
to become a welcome and valued addition to the neighborhood, and we thank you for your
consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,
Robert and Nicole Stai

;Z/Sl~-I
~m?d
Dorothy Yocum
+ Rejoice has also received a copy of this letter, and understands the contingent nature of our approval.
* "Headlight Lot" is a real estate term used to indicate a property affected by a nearby commercial parking area,
specifically the effect of headlights shining across residential property (which usually means through residence
windows) on a regular basis due to a parking lot entrance/exit. This can have a dramatic affect on property value.

